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3. EMERGENT LITERACY IN PRESCHOOL: THE NATURE OF 
MUNDANE LITERACY EVENTS19  
 
ABSTRACT  
In this paper we examine the quantity and nature of literacy experiences of 13 
children between 2;6 and 4;0 years old in preschool. One of the ways children 
encounter literacy is by mundane literacy events: spontaneous interactions about 
reading environmental text, writing names or short messages, or book use that are 
embedded in relevant and familiar activities. Mundane literacy events are contexts for 
situated learning and can create a rich opportunities for learning. The strength of 
mundane literacy events is their opportunity for legitimate peripheral participation: 




Early Childhood Education (ECE) programs can be used in preschools, nurseries, 
daycare institutions and kindergarten to stimulate children’s development. ECE 
programs provide guidelines for teacher behavior, daily schedules and classroom 
setup in an aim to offer children a “rich” environment, and experiences that might 
differ from the ones children encounter at home. These experiences are important for 
the social-emotional and cognitive development of children (Kontos, Burchinal, 
Howes, Wisseh & Galinsky, 2002; Leseman et al., 2001; Smith & Dickinson, 1994). 
One of the focal topics in ECE is emergent literacy. Emergent literacy is a 
broad concept: it includes becoming aware of literacy in the environment, learning 
about the features and use of written language, and experiencing personal relevance of 
literacy. Children who experience written language in joint interactions at an early age 
can form ideas about the use and function of reading, writing and text. This informal 
knowledge about literacy is an important basis for later formal reading and writing 
instruction and further literacy development (Bus, IJzendoorn & Pellegrini, 1995; 
Duke & Purcell-Gates, 2003; Neuman & Roskos, 1997; Teale & Sulzby, 1986b).  
Emergent literacy is stimulated in different ways in preschools. In the United 
States, for example, the National Reading Panel recommends preschools to train skills 
like phonemic awareness and sound-to-letter mapping (National Institute of Child 
Health and Human Development, 2000). The problem with these activities is that 
children may not see the relevance of the tasks. Furthermore, children may have 
difficulties making the connection to their informal, everyday knowledge about 
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literacy. It is therefore useful to provide alternative ways of stimulating emergent 
literacy. Preschools could try to engage children in more relevant literacy stimulating 
activities, for example by designing special play areas. These areas could be familiar 
contexts where literacy practices are used, like at a post office, a fast-food restaurant 
and a doctor’s office (Neuman & Roskos, 1997). In this paper we will illustrate a third 
way of stimulating emergent literacy, namely by informal learning facilitated by 
genuine literacy practices that spontaneously occur during the child’s activities in 
preschool. We will analyze these spontaneous, mundane literacy activities and 
describe their occurrence and functionality in early childhood literacy development.   
 
3.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  
3.2.1 Situated learning 
Letting children experience and practice literacy in daily life is important for the 
development of later literacy skills. There is a positive relationship between the 
amount of early literacy experiences at home, the level of parental education and 
children’s later scores on reading achievement measures (PIRLS, Progress in 
International Reading Literacy Study, Mullis, Martin, Kennedy & Foy, 2007). 
Literacy is everywhere; it often occurs as a component of every day social events, 
such as making a grocery list. Virtually all children from modern societies encounter 
these literacy events and environmental print in their homes, although families may 
differ in the opportunities they create for their children to learn from this informal 
literacy (Barton, 1994; Leseman & de Jong, 2000; Teale, 1986). The importance of 
learning by being part of a community where literacy is a highly valued practice is 
stressed by researchers like Lave and Wenger and Gee.  
Lave and Wenger (1991) use the concept legitimate peripheral participation 
(also see Wenger, 1998) to describe the way children or novices learn the practices of 
a community and become part of this community. The term legitimate refers to the 
status of the newcomer: the members of the community accept the child and treat him 
or her as a potential member. Periphery is opposite to central and is ‘an 
approximation of full participation that gives exposure to actual practice’ (Wenger, 
1998, p.100). This means that the activities of the child are genuine, but the practice is 
facilitated, for example by providing help or allowing the child to take more time. In 
the periphery, the child takes part in the practices of the community, but is not 
subjected to all the demands of the community.  
Learning can be natural, cultural or formal. According to Gee (2004), learning 
to read and write is a cultural form of learning, accomplished through participation in 
the practices of a community than through formal instruction in educational settings. 
He argues that children coming from environments where reading and writing is 
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relevant and valued will learn to read more easily than children who come from 
communities where literacy is less used and considered to be less important. Literacy 
development is a cultural process; it does not develop naturally, so children have to 
learn it from their environment. To stimulate literacy development, it is therefore 
important to make young children members of communities where reading and 
writing is a relevant part of daily life. Preschool classrooms, as the link between home 
and formal educational settings, could form such communities. 
Duke and Purcell-Gates (2003) studied different ways of using literacy 
(“genres”) that children encounter at home and at school at the age of 6. They found 
that most genres are either only used at home or only used at school. This means that 
children may not be able to use their home literacy experiences in the school setting. 
Examples of genres that occurred at home as well as in school are: names, labels, 
children’s books, individual words and letters and lists. The authors stress the 
importance of building on the children’s home literacy knowledge to stimulate 
literacy development in schools. Preschool education may be a context in which 
children can use their home literacy knowledge and can familiarize themselves with 
literacy genres used in school. 
 
3.2.2 Emergent literacy in early childhood education 
Dutch preschools mainly try to stimulate early literacy by emphasizing book reading: 
teachers (interactively) read picture books, children have free access to books in the 
classroom and can take books home to read with their parents.  
Book reading is indeed important in stimulating early literacy. Mother’s talk 
during book reading is more dense, has a greater vocabulary and is less regulatory 
than their talk in other settings (Weizman & Snow, 2001). Furthermore, effects of 
maternal education and/or social economic status are smaller during book reading 
than in other settings like meal time (Hoff, 2003). From joint reading interactions, 
children learn that pictures and text are meaningful and can be related to real world 
experiences. Children also learn about the relevant aspects and conventions of book 
reading, for example about the structure of a book and a page, the structure of a story, 
the relationship between pictures and story components, how to hold a book and how 
to turn pages. Reading also provides children with knowledge about specific genres, 
increases vocabulary and adds to more general knowledge. In addition, joint book 
reading can be a setting for decontextualized talk. This is talk about non present 
topics, for example about someone who is not present, about past experiences or about 
a hypothetical situation (Berenst, 2006; Goodman, 1986; Leseman, 1998; Pellegrini & 
Galda, 1998; Smith & Dickinson, 1994; Snow & Ninio, 1986).  
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We acknowledge the importance of book reading as a curricular activity in 
preschools. However, in this paper we would like to examine other, more informal 
ways of stimulating emergent literacy. We would like to focus on literacy events 
which are relevant for the child and in which the child can take the initiative. The aim 
of this paper is to study preschool interactions in which children and teachers share 
knowledge and ideas and focus on different aspects of reading, writing and text. This 
leads to the following research question:  
 
What is the nature of interactionally constructed mundane literacy events?  
 
3.3 DATA  
The data presented here are drawn from a broader study investigating pragmatic 
development in preschool. In this longitudinal project, 25 children are followed from 
approximately 2;6 to 4;0 years old in their preschool. The children’s interactions 
during their day at preschool are recorded every three months. Recordings are made 
with a recording device that is sewn into a little jacket (see Picture 1). The recording 
device is hidden underneath the ‘fur’ at the back to make the recordings as 
unobtrusive as possible. Both individual audio recordings for every focal child and an 
overview video recording are made. 
The data were gathered in four preschools, located in middle sized towns in 
the North of the Netherlands. Three of the preschools use the literacy promoting 
program Boekenpret (a program related to Booktrust, see Moore & Wade, 2003 for a 
review) The main aim of this program is to stimulate literacy development in 
preschool and at home (van den Berg & Middel, 1996; van der Pennen, 2001). Two 
preschools also use the educational program Piramide, a curriculum of thematic 
projects in which children learn through playful exploration and in which individual 
extensive tutoring is available when necessary (van Kuyk, 2000). One preschool uses 
the educational program Kaleidoscoop, a Dutch version of High/Scope (Schweinhart, 
2004). 
We extracted 84 recordings from the PRACTING corpus. Each recording 
consists of the activities and interactions of one child during one morning or afternoon 
while in preschool, during approximately 2½ hours. The recordings are transcribed 
using Jeffersonian conventions (Jefferson, 1984). We made a selection of the 
recordings of 13 children (6 girls and 7 boys) at different ages, ranging from 2;4 to 
3;11 years old. This collection captures in total 210 hours of recording. An overview 
of the collection is summarized in appendix C. 
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3.4.1 Literacy events in preschool 
We analyzed the recordings in our collection and selected every interaction that 
contained elements of literacy. Barton defined literacy events as “all sorts of 
occasions in everyday life where the written word has a role” (Barton, 1994, p.36). 
Literacy events are in other words interactions in which reading, writing and text 
come up in any way. Examples of literacy events include being read to, picking a loan 
book, writing a name on a drawing and talking about environmental print. In our 
collection we found a total of 136 literacy events; this is on average 0,65 literacy 
event per hour20 The frequency of events for individual children varied: the number of 
literacy events that a child experienced during a morning or afternoon at preschool 
ranged from 0 to 5.  
These 136 literacy events found in our corpus can be categorized into 4 
different types. The most frequent literacy event is when the teacher reads to the 
children, either to the whole group, to a small group or individually. The second type 
of literacy event is the activity of picking a book to borrow. The third event is a child 
‘reading’ to him or herself. The fourth type of events are mundane, spontaneous 
interactions about literacy. The distribution of the different types of literacy events are 
given in table 2. A more detailed overview, of the occurrences per child is given in 
appendix C.  
The most common way to encounter literacy in preschool is when the teacher 
reads to the children: 79 of the 136 literacy events (58%) are events of joint picture 
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 For comparison, Purcell-Gates (1996) studied literacy events in the homes of 4- to 6-year olds and 
found on average 1,16 literacy events per hour, dropping to 0,76 when only events with actual reading 
or writing were considered. 
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book reading, in which the teacher reads to the whole group 42 times (31%) and to a 
small group 37 times (27%). The event of picking a loan book (28 times, 21%) is an 
element of the ECE program ‘Boekenpret’ (van der Pennen, 2001). Preschools using 
this program let children take home a book once a week to read with their parents21. 
When children ‘read’ themselves (11 times, 8 %), they flip through a book, look at the 
pictures and sometimes accompany their reading with talk. This is typically an 
individual activity without interaction with peers or the teacher. The fourth type of 
literacy events are the mundane literacy events. These are spontaneous interactions 
about literacy that arise during other activities. In the remainder of this paper we will 
focus on these mundane interactions.  
 
Table 1. Number of events containing elements of literacy, divided by type  
Type of literacy event Nr of literacy events (%) 
1. Teacher reads a book   79 (58%) 
a. to the whole group 42 (31%) 
b. to a small group (or individually) 37 (27%) 
2. Child picks a loan book 28 (21%) 
3. Child ‘reads’ him/herself 11 (  8%) 
4. Mundane literacy event 18 (13%) 
Total 136  
 
3.4.2 Mundane literacy events 
When literacy events arise during ordinary activities in preschool and are embedded 
in the child’s ongoing activity, it is very likely that the interaction is relevant to the 
child. Children know relevant literacy events from their home environments. 
Everyday literacy experiences are provided by home literacy genres, like comic 
books, print in games, newspapers and mail (Duke & Purcell-Gates, 2003), text and 
cartoons on cereal boxes (Lynch, 2008) and, as Wells (1986) described more than two 
decades ago, looking up a program in the television guide. Watching television 
programs, surfing on the internet and playing video games can provide relevant 
literacy experiences as well (Gee, 2003; 2004).  
Teale found that children from low-income families primarily encounter 
literacy in day-to-day life: “For the most part, reading or writing functioned not as 
isolated events but as components of the social activities of the persons in their homes 
and communities” (Teale, 1986, p.184). Barton (1994) stresses the importance of 
mundane literacy events, where literacy is part of other activities, for example when 
making a grocery list. In these types of activities, literacy is not the goal and many of 
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the activities may not even be meant for children, but since children are part of the 
household practice, they are part of these mundane literate activities anyway. Through 
mundane literacy events, children are exposed to the literacy practices of a community 
and through legitimate peripheral participation in this literate community, they will 
develop their own literacy practices.  
Mundane literacy events in preschool do not occur very often: we found only 
18 instances in our total of 136 literacy events. We can distinguish three topics within 
the mundane literacy activities, roughly described as: reading, writing and use of 
books. Mundane interactions about reading (4 cases) are about reading environmental 
print or signs, for example when a child points the teacher’s attention to a nametag. 
Mundane interactions about writing (7 cases) are almost always about writing the 
child’s name (or in one case a one-line message). Teachers often do the act of writing, 
but we see also examples of children trying to write themselves. Mundane interactions 
about the use of books (7 cases) are about rules and routines in the use of books and 
about expressing the willingness to read a book. Within this category we see children 
for example acting out a bedtime story routine, or arguing about who can read which 
book.  
The set of mundane literacy events in our selection is limited but the 
interactions can still be characterized generally. First, all instances take place inside 
the classroom, not during outside play. More specifically, half of the instances take 
place at the arts-and crafts table, often during crafts activities or transfer moments. A 
transfer moment is the period when the group shifts from one activity to another, for 
example when finishing up lunch time or when a crafts activity is being prepared. All 
the mundane literacy events about writing in our selection occur during crafts 
activities. During the literacy events, both the teacher and other children can be the 
child’s interaction partner. The initiative of the interaction can be taken by all the 
interaction partners: by the child him- or herself, by the teacher or by a peer. When we 
only consider teacher-child interactions, the child takes the initiative 6 out of 10 times. 
We can conclude from these numbers that the child has as frequent an opportunity to 
initiate mundane literacy events as the teacher. Finally, the duration of the mundane 
literacy events is short: on average 58 seconds, ranging from 12 seconds to just over 4 
minutes. Out of 210 hours of recording, we found 17½ minutes of mundane literacy 
events, approximately one thousandth. An overview of the characteristics of the 
mundane literacy events is given in appendix D. 
Our collection also demonstrates the richness of mundane literacy events. 
Mundane interaction can arise during reading (when a child notices environmental 
text), writing (e.g. when a teacher helps a child to write her name), and use of books. 
We analyzed each of these situations. 
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Mundane literacy events about reading. 
Our selection consists of four mundane literacy events about reading. In three cases a 
child notices text and talks about this with the teacher (once with a peer as well) and 
in one case a teacher and a child check something on a list. The knowledge of the 
teacher is important in these interactions, since she is the one who can actually read. 
The teacher provides the children with access to the content of the text and this can 
create a rich context for children to experience literacy. We will illustrate this with an 
example interaction of Raoul (3;6), who is involved in a coloring activity, with Miss 
Diana and some other children.  
 
(1) “Hema” [Raoul (3;6), Melanie (2;4), Marcel (2;5), Assistant Diana] 
 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  
1 Raoul: hm color hm kleur 
2 Melanie: blue! blauw!  
3 Ass. D.: yes there you’ve got ↑light blue 
Melanie, well done= 
ja daar heb je ↑lichtblauw 
Melanie, goed zo= 
4 Marcel: =((coughs)) =((coughs)) 
5 Ass. D.: gosh Marcel (.) that’s a cough hai Marcel (.) wat moet jij 
hoesten 
6 Raoul: this is another (light), look dis nog een (licht), kijk 
7 Raoul: (1,7) ((holds up pencil)) (1,7)  
8 Raoul: look! ((leans over to Miss 
Diana)) 
kijk!  
9  (1,1) (1,1) 
10 Raoul: look! ((leans closer. Miss Diana 
looks at the pencil)) 
kijk!  
11 Ass. D.: that’s purple dat is paars 
12 Raoul: look ((points to text at pencil)) kijk  
13  (1,0) (1,0) 
14 Ass. D.: yes it says- it says Hema 
((points to text at pencil)) 
ja daar staat- daar staat Hema  
15 Raoul: Hema? Hema? 
16 Ass. D.: Hema Hema 
17 Raoul: yes? ja? 
18 Ass. D.: yes ja 
19 Raoul: have (bought)? heb e koch?  
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During the activity of coloring, assistant Diana and the children are naming the colors 
of the pencils they use. Melanie identifies a pencil as blue, and assistant Diana 
rewards her by saying yes there you’ve got light blue Melanie, well done (line 3). A 
little while later, Raoul takes a pencil and tries to get assistant Diana’s attention by 
holding out the pencil, saying ‘look’ and leaning over to her (lines 6-10). Miss Diana 
is still under the impression that they are naming colors and she says that the pencil is 
purple (line 11). This is not what Raoul is after. Apparently his focus is on the text 
Hema on the pencil. Hema is a well-known Dutch shop for everyday household items 
and clothing. Picture 2 shows a coloring pencil with the Hema brand name. Raoul 
tries to orient assistant Diana to this text by saying ‘look’ again and pointing to the 
text on the pencil (line 12). With this repetition, Raoul re-initiates his attention 
getting. Assistant Diana treats his utterance as an other-initiated self-repair (Schegloff, 
2007) and repairs by pointing to the text on the pencil and saying yes it says- it says 
Hema (line 14). This is what Raoul wanted to know, because he makes no further 
attempts to direct assistant Diana’s attention to the pencil. Instead, he initiates a 
couple of non minimal post expansions (Schegloff, 2007), which project an agreement 
by assistant Diana (lines 15-18: R: Hema? Miss D: Hema R: yes? Miss D: yes).  
It is interesting to note that Raoul reacts to the content of the text and not to 
the text itself, as indicated by his final remark have (bought)? (line 19). His 
orientation to the content of the text and the implication of its position on the pencil is 
evident from his final remark. With have (bought), Raoul is referring to buying. This 
means he understood that the word Hema on the pencil has something to do with the 
shop Hema and with buying things there.  
What is particularly interesting about this example is that Raoul wants to know 
something (he wants information about the print on the pencil) and persists in getting 
his teacher to give him the information he needs. When assistant Diana provides him 
with this information, he uses it to make an inference about the meaning of the text. 
Raoul needed assistant Diana’s input (it says Hema, line 14) to say something about 
buying. In this way Raoul created a context for learning: he needed information, made 
sure he got it from his teacher and acted upon it. 
 
Picture 2. A Hema coloring pencil 
 
 
Mundane literacy events about writing 
In our selection we also had 7 cases of mundane literacy events about writing. Five 
cases were about writing a name on a drawing or artwork. Writing a name on an 
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artwork is a relevant activity for children. Five-year-old children spontaneously write 
their names on their drawings (Yang & Noel, 2006). In our preschool data sometimes 
the teacher and sometimes the child suggests writing the name and does the act of 
writing. The two other cases in our selection are about different types of text. In one 
case the teacher writes a short message for a child (we will describe this case in 
paragraph 3.4.3) and in the other case a child wants to paint on a newspaper, which 
was used as a placemat during a free paint activity. Mundane literacy events about 
writing are particularly interesting because emergent writing is less emphasized in the 
preschool curriculum than emergent reading (Bus, 1995) and 3-year-olds may 
therefore not experience many relevant interactions about writing.  
We will illustrate the mundane literacy events about writing with Peggy (3;4) 
who writes her own name. This activity is initiated by the teacher, Miss Laura. In a 
proper teacher-initiated mundane literacy event, the teacher is sensitive to the child 
and initiates a literacy practice at a relevant moment. When the literacy practice is 
indeed relevant to the child, the child may extend the interaction him- or herself. This 
is exactly what happens in excerpt 2. We will discuss three parts of the interaction, 
which lasts for over 4 minutes. 
The excerpt starts when Miss Laura finishes a name writing activity with Alex. 
She praises him and reads what he wrote (well done! (1,1) <A:lex!, line 1-3). Miss 
Laura then turns to Peggy and asks her whether she would like to write her name too 
(line 7). Notice how Nicole hears this and tries to get Miss Laura to help her as well 
(me too Miss Aura, line 8), but she does not get a response as Miss Laura stays 
involved in her interaction with Peggy. Overhearer contributions can be useful in the 
social construction of literacy practices in the classroom and Miss Laura could have 
tried to actively involve Nicole in her dyad with Peggy, but she did not. Nicole’s 
request is interesting because it shows that children can be aware of other interactions 
in the classroom. Overhearer participants are paying active attention to the interaction 
they are overhearing, which means learning can occur for children in more peripheral 
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(2a) “Name” [Peggy (3;4), Nicole, (3;2), Miss Laura]  
Setting: some children are making free crafts by gluing colored shapes on a sheet of 
paper. Miss Laura has helped Alex to write his name on his sheet. 
 Speaker Transcript Dutch original 
1 Miss L.: well done! ((to Alex)) heel goed! 
2  (1,1) (1,1) 
3 Miss L.: <A:lex! ((reads)) <A:lex!  
4  (1,8) (1,8) 
5 Miss L.: okay oke 
6  (0,8) (0,8) 
7 Miss L.: >Peggy did you want to write 
your name on it too? 
>Peggy wou je ook zelf je naam 
d'rop schrijven? 
8 Nicole: me too miss Aura ikke ook juf Aura 
9 Miss L.: >shall I show you first? >moet ik het nog even voordoen 
eerst? 
10  (1,1) (1,1) 
11 Peggy: yes= ja= 
12 Miss L.: =how it should be? =hoe ’t moet? 
13  (1,4) ((Miss Laura writes down 
Peggy’s name on a separate 
sheet)) 
(1,4)  
14 Miss L.: this one you need to write deze moet je schrijven 
15  (0,8) (0,8) 
16 Miss L.: and that one en die 
 
In this excerpt, Miss Laura takes numerous initiatives: she suggests the activity 
(Peggy did you want to write your name on it too?, line 7), offers help (shall I show 
you first? line 9; how it should be?, line 12) and gives instructions (this one you need 
to write (0,8) and that one, lines 14-16). Peggy’s role is responsive. She does not give 
a verbal agreement in reaction to Miss Laura’s invitation, although she might have 
nodded. When Miss Laura asks Peggy whether she should give instructions (shall I 
show you first?, line 9), Peggy accepts by giving an agreement token (yes, line 11). 
Miss Laura continues by writing Peggy’s name on a separate sheet and pointing to the 
different letters that Peggy is supposed to write. Hence, Miss Laura took the initiative 
in the literacy event and Peggy followed her. A little bit further in the interaction, 
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(2b) “Name”, continued [Peggy (3;4), Miss Laura] 
 Speaker Transcript Dutch original 
25 Miss L.: and then that one with the dot 
>on top< (o) grea:t! ((about the 
letter i))  
en dan die met die punt >erop< 
(o) gewe:l:dig!  
26  (2,4) (2,4) 
27 Miss L.: yes! ja! 
28  (0,8) (0,8) 
29 Miss L.: <Pe-ggy ((reads)) <Pe-ggy  
30  (1,8) (1,8) 
31 Peggy: wha: (.) wha goes here? wa: (.) wa moet(e) hier? 
32  (0,3) (0,3) 
33 Miss L.: this one deze 
34  (2,8) (2,8) 
35 Peggy: yes? ja? 
36  (3,8) (3,8) 
37 Peggy: (t) like this? (t)zo? 
 
While Peggy writes her name, Miss Laura verbalizes what she is doing and gives 
positive evaluations. Laura describes the letter “i” as that one with the dot on top (line 
25)22. When Peggy finished the “i”, Miss Laura reads what is already written (the first 
two letters of the name: pe) and after a brief pause continues with the rest (Pe-ggy, 
line 29). Peggy now has to proceed to the next letter. This time, she takes the initiative 
and uses Miss Laura to continue her writing. She asks Miss Laura how she should 
proceed (wha: (.) wha goes here?, line 31). Miss Laura uses a deictic and probably 
points to the next letter on the example sheet (this one, line 33). Peggy then asks for 
feedback ((t) like this?, line 37). In this part of the interaction, Peggy started to take 
the initiative in the writing process: Miss Laura suggested to her to write her name 
and helped her do so, and now Peggy continues the activity on her own initiative. A 






                                                 
22
 For the reader it might be somewhat confusing why they are referring to the letter “i”. To ensure 
anonymity, we do not use the children’s real names. Miss Laura and Peggy are referring to the letter 
“i”, because it’s the second letter of Peggy’s real name. 
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(2c) “Name”, continued [Peggy (3;4), Miss Laura] 
 Speaker Transcript Dutch original 
55 Peggy: this one (ontop) ((points to the 
example, looks up to Miss Laura 
and points again)) 
dehe (bovena)  
56  (1,4) ((Miss Laura nods)) (1,4)  
57 Miss L.: yes! (.) yes yes (.) you should 
just add that line too 
ja!(.) ja ja (.) dat streepje moet 
je er ook nog even opzetten 
58  (3,9) ((Peggy writes something 
and Miss Laura watches her)) 
(3,9)  
59 Peggy: look! kijk! 
 
Peggy continues to write the letters of her name and initiates a conversation about the 
construction of a letter. She uses the example Miss Laura wrote as a help for her 
writing and tries to copy the example to her own sheet. Peggy already wrote part of 
the letter and needs to add one more stroke to finish it. She tells Miss Laura about this 
next step (this one (ontop), line 55) and Miss Laura agrees (yes! (.) yes yes (.) you 
should just add that line too, line 57). This far in the interaction, Peggy asks for Miss 
Laura’s encouragement and agreement while she is trying to write her name.  
In the course of the interaction, Peggy in a sense took over the activity. Miss 
Laura suggested the activity and provided help and support, but once they started, 
Peggy took the initiative and was involved in the interaction. This involvement shows 
how relevant the task is to Peggy and indicates that Miss Laura proposed the name 
writing activity at the right moment.  
The interaction is a model example of legitimate peripheral participation: it is 
legitimate because Miss Laura treats Peggy as a (potential) name writer and it is 
peripheral because Miss Laura helps Peggy to perform the task and does not place 
full demands on her: it does not matter that the work pace is slow or that Peggy uses 
an example sheet. Peggy is involved in a real, meaningful task (writing her name on 
her work) that reflects a practice of the literate community (people write their name 
on their work to indicate ownership). In this sense the interaction meets the function 
of legitimate peripheral participation: “to offer them various forms of casual but 
legitimate access to a practice without subjecting them to the demands of full 
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Mundane literacy events about the use of books 
Apart from mundane literacy events about reading and writing we also found 
interactions about the use of books. Our selection consists of 7 cases in which children 
discussed when to read a book, indicated specific books they were interested in and 
acted out how books could be used, for example in a bedtime routine. We will discuss 
this bedtime routine in excerpt 3, in which Sabine (3;1) and Karin (3;1) are involved 
in pretend play.  
 
(3) “Bedtime” [Sabine (3;1), Karin (3;3)] 
Setting: Sabine and Karin are in the house play area. Karin lies on a big pillow, 
Sabine pulls a ‘blanket’ (=dishtowel) over her 
 Speaker Transcript Dutch original 
1 Sabine: slee:p tight lekker slape:n 
2  (1,1) (1,1) 
3 Sabine: shall just (take) that book  zalle 's eeve dat boekje derbij 
4  (0,2) ((walks away)) (0,2) 
5 Sabine: she still needs that book ze moet nogge dat boekje derbij 
6  (7,3) ((Sabine returns with a 
book)) 
(7,3) 
7 Sabine: hey little child hee kindje 
8  (4,0) ((Sabine seats herself next 
to Karin)) 
(4,0) 
9 Sabine: shall just read book of the 
doggy now? 
zal nu’s even boekje lezen van 
de hondje? 
10  (0,5) (0,5) 
11 Karin: ◦yes ◦ja 
 
In excerpt 3 Sabine and Karin are using a bedtime routine in their pretend play. For 
Sabine, a bedtime routine includes reading a book. After she pulled a blanket over 
Karin and said sleep tight (line 1) she introduces the book reading as another element 
of the pretend play (shall just (take) that book (0,2) she still needs that book, lines 3-
5). She walks away to get a book and when she returns, she creates joint attention by 
saying hey little child and seating herself next to Karin (lines 7-8). She then proposes 
to her ‘child’ Karin to read from the book (shall just read book of the doggy now?, 
line 9). Sabine keeps up the play frame by addressing Karin as ‘little child’. This 
indicates that the book reading is part of the pretend play, not a suggestion to switch 
to a new activity.  
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Reading a book before bedtime is a practice of a literate community and Sabine and 
Karin use this practice in a peripheral activity. Literacy practices in pretend play 
episodes are peripheral versions of the practice of the literate community (Bruner, 
1972; Wenger, 1998). Acting out practices of the community in play helps children to 
get a grip on the practice. Children can view the activity from different perspectives 
through their play, like Sabine does when she takes the role of adult in the bedtime 
routine. 
Neuman and Roskos (1997) studied the use of pretend play areas for 
stimulating emergent literacy and described that during pretend play in literacy 
enriched environments, children can explore literacy objects, roles and scripts. The 
interaction of Sabine and Karin illustrates how children can create such pretend play 
environments themselves as well. The teacher did not create a bed-time play area for 
children to play in, but Karin and Sabine created their own play and gathered their 
own props (Sabine used a dishtowel as a blanket and left the play area to get a book) 
and thus were in charge of their own meaningful literacy experience. An interaction 
like this is instructive because the play enhances relevant literacy practices of a shared 
reading event, like creating joint attention and proposing to read a book.  
 
3.4.3 The richness of mundane literacy events  
Mundane literacy events are contexts for children to experience literacy, but some 
instances are ‘richer’ than others. To illustrate this difference in richness we will 
discuss two mundane literacy events in which the teacher writes something on a 
child’s work. In both interactions the children can learn aspects of writing and text, 
but the information about literacy is more detailed in the second example. In excerpt 
4, Robbie made a colored drawing for his father’s birthday. Miss Krisje turns this 
colored drawing into a festive gift by gluing it to a piece of colored paper, adding 
ribbons and writing a birthday wish.  
(4) “Hurray for daddy” [Robbie (2;9), Miss Krisje] 
 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  
1 Miss K.: there (.) hurray for daddy! right? 
((takes a pencil)) 
zo (.) hoera voor pappa! of niet?  
2 Robbie: yes ja 
3 Miss K.: yes 




Miss Krisje announces the birthday wish she is about to write by taking a pencil and 
saying: there (.) hurray for daddy! right? (line 1). Robbie agrees (yes, line 2) -which 
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is projected by Miss Krisje’s use of the tag right?- and Miss Krisje writes something 
on the drawing. The reader of this paper, as a literacy ‘expert’, might infer that Miss 
Krisje writes down the text ‘hurray for daddy’. Robbie is a novice, and we do not 
know whether he made the connection between Miss Krisje’s utterance and her 
writing on the coloring paper. We do see in the transcript that he is not scaffolded in 
making this connection. The interaction in excerpt 5 is similar to the one in excerpt 4, 
but this time the teacher provides more scaffolding in an attempt to increase the 
child’s understanding of what is happening. 
 
(5) “It says Kirsten” [Kirsten (2;6), Miss Molly] 
Setting: Some children are making drawings during free play. Miss Molly just wrote 
Kimberly’s name on her drawing 
 Speaker Transcript Dutch original  
1 Kirsten: me too! ik ook! 
2 Miss M:  write something ◦too◦? ◦ook◦ wat schrijven?  
3  (0,7) (0,7) 
4 Miss M:  I’ll write here ga ik hier schrijven. 
5  (2,1) ((Molly writes and 
Kirsten watches)) 
(2,1)  
6 Miss M:  <Kirsten::> <Kirsten::> 
7  (0,7) (0,7) 
8 Miss M:  it says Kirsten daar staat Kirsten 
 
In excerpt 5, Kirsten takes the initiative to gain access to writing and text. Miss Molly 
wrote down the name of another child on a drawing, and Kirsten indicates she wants 
that as well (me too!, line 1). Kirsten makes Miss Molly provide a skill that is not 
available to her yet: she cannot write or read, but she can have Miss Molly perform 
the technical skill and provide her with information about the written text. Miss Molly 
in her turn is very precise in the information she gives Kirsten. When she writes down 
Kirsten’s name, she verbalizes what she is doing: first she announces what she will do 
(I’ll write here, line 4), then she expresses what she is writing (<Kirsten::>, line 6) 
and finally she describes the end product (it says Kirsten, line 8). That is, in 
announcing, expressing and describing her actions, the teacher makes made explicit 
the different aspects of the literacy practice of writing a name, thus giving the child 
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Even though three-year-old preschoolers cannot read or write yet, written language is 
part of their daily life. Children experience literacy in different ways in preschool. The 
main literacy event in preschool is joint teacher-group book reading. When we studied 
the literacy experiences of preschool children in the classroom, we found another, 
infrequent, but interesting type of literacy event: mundane literacy events. These are 
interactions about literacy that are embedded in an ongoing activity and that are 
relevant to the child. We found three main topics in mundane literacy events: reading, 
writing and use of books. Mundane interactions about reading are mostly about 
environmental text. Children notice text, which the teacher can read, or the child and 
the teacher look something up. Mundane interactions about writing are mostly about 
the child’s name on a drawing or craft. These interactions always occur during crafts 
activities. Free crafts or crafts tasks are apparently suitable contexts for mundane 
interactions about writing. Mundane interactions about the use of books are about the 
rules and routines of book reading. It covers statements, discussions and preferences 
about when and what to read.  
We also suggested that preschool may be a context in which children can use 
their home literacy experiences and familiarize themselves with school literacy. The 
mundane uses of literacy in preschool in our study fall into Duke and Purcell-Gates’ 
(2003) category of genres used both at home and at school. The genres children’s 
books, lists, individual letters and words, messages, labels and names are used in both 
settings, although the last two are more frequently used at home. These genres show 
overlap with the mundane literacy events about reading, writing and book use. This 
illustrates the stimulating function of preschools: to provide all children with 
experiences that they ideally would also get at home and which prepare them for 
future school settings.  
Mundane literacy events create a setting for situated learning: they show 
children how literacy practices are used by the literate community. Active 
engagement is important in literacy development (Gee, 2004; Teale & Sulzby, 1986a) 
and children are likely to be active participants in the mundane literacy events because 
the events are embedded in the activities of the child. As bystanders are also able to 
participate actively in literacy events (Larson, 1999), the mundane literacy events can 
play an important role for other children than the main participant as well. 
Furthermore, mundane literacy events can be a setting for legitimate peripheral 
participation: children engage in a genuine, purposeful and relevant literacy practice, 
which is facilitated by for example scaffolding or a pretend play frame.  
Mundane interactions are infrequent in the preschool classrooms of our study. 
Nevertheless, these events may serve as useful additional literacy experiences for 
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children. With the efforts in mind of early childhood education to stimulate emergent 
literacy and creating facilitating contexts for learning, we suggest that preschools 
should aim at increasing mundane literacy events. The strength of mundane literacy 
events is the opportunity they provide for legitimate peripheral participation: with 
some help, children can take part in genuine practices of the literate community. 
Preschool teachers, for example, sometimes write in the presence of children, which is 
a potential literacy experience for the child. The teacher can increase the richness of 
the experience by talking during her writing and following the child. Teachers 
influence the richness of literacy experiences through the way they involve the child 
in their actions and verbalize their literacy actions and thus help the child to take a 
legitimate peripheral role in the mundane literacy event.  
